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A heritage recoloured and rediscovered in incredibly creative and bold
style. Although British Mills often savour conservatism and traditional values
providing an array of highly acclaimed noble classics in fashion fabric, their
creative energy also pushed the boundaries and livens up the market with
spontaneous and playful designs and dynamic surface textures and
handles.
Pattern icons are freed from the past and are made 'cool' in a sophisticated
way to become modern hybrids.
British Mills embrace the future, technology is current and a contemporary
twist is key. It's a season for grand and audacious gestures.
A perfect season to work with British textiles.
For further information please contact textiles@ukft.org
These colours and directions were developed in conjunction with designers working for British Mills

barracks
Barracks offers a slightly ambiguous and progressive story about modern formality. The
theme has a military feel for compact, heavy and blurry camouflage looks, while opposite
to this is a neat and polished parade of fine quality pinstripes and precision dobby
patterns on manoeuvre, both sets of textile tactics work in harmony and perfect control.
Weightier and very modern fabrics such as flannels and felts can be used to tailor, sculpt
or protect the body, these can on occasion be very dense and even overweight! Strong
and sturdy fabrics made to last, their pure solidity tempered with gritty twists, relief weaves,
textural graininess and discreet allure. It's about the pure sophistication of humble and
utilitarian fabrics mixed with Savile Row fine micron wool refinement.
A strategy for taking the rough with the smooth.

COLOURS 1 - 7
Sombre shades with military order. 1.mahogany TP 19-1518 2.tobacco TP 18-1222 3.gravel
TP 16-0205 4.dark khaki TP 19-0307 5.charcoal TP 19-3927 6.dusty navy TP 19-4019
7.uniform grey TP 16-5101 (approximate TP – textile pantone reference)

FABRICS
Flannels; brushed or super smooth felted wools; exaggerated canvas weaves; highly
polished and immaculate surfaces; fine micron wools; rare luxury fibres such as yak, fox
and alpaca blended with wool; waterproof and stain proof finishes; compact yet fluid
suiting's; chalk stripes; highly functional fabrics; rough and smooth surfaces combine;
dense yet good drape for tailoring; camouflage and khaki colourations; sturdy fabrics
with particular attention to long lasting durability; superfine weaves barely visible; ultra
matt surfaces; grainy and raw textures; structures gabardines, neat small scale
herringbone; high twist worsted.; marls; Prince of Wales; whipcord
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homeland
We pay homage to our wonderful textile legacy and the growing importance of 'Country
of Origin' and provenance of fabrics. The Homeland theme is not as eco-centric or earth
coloured as you would expect, the new season is all about putting new spin on the rustic
and this is done by magnifying surface grain, using boucle's, knops, slubs and effect yarns
in an irregular way, applying colour and textural dashes and then brushing or mill wash to
finish.
What really makes the difference is mixing things up and making nothing as obvious as it
seems; country looks of hunting/shooting/fishing with unexpected relief patterns and
technical performance aspects. A beautiful crafted woollen story that is vintage and
authentic in spirit yet at the same time thoroughly contemporary to attract today's new
fabric buyers and fashion designers.

COLOURS 8 - 16
Easy and agreeable British country side tones 8.oak brown TP 19-0916 9. russet TP 18-1246
10. apricot TP 17-1544 11.olive TP 15-0523 12. mustard TP 16-0947 13.nude TP 14-1506 14.
flannel grey TP 18-3907 15. denim TP 17-4020 16. ice blue TP 16-4703
(approximate TP – textile pantone reference)

FABRICS
Estate tweeds; country checks; chine and contrast colour twist yarns; hairy and kempy
looks; fine bouclettes for surface interest; exaggerated dobby patterns; shadow and
ombre patterns; raised surfaces through use of thick and thin yarn; Glen Checks; colourful
Harris Tweeds; visible textured surfaces; fleece type finish; wool/cotton blends; Donegal's;
wool stretch; organic wool; rustic meets function; melange lambswool with milled finish;
block checks with textured yarns, crepes; ancient Tartans; melton and wool velour
coatings; waxed cottons; super soft washed woollens; flannelettes.
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pop - up
Playful and arty looks with a surprise element. Free expression and boundless imagination,
where we play with a myriad of fibres, yarns and colours, the emphasis is on the
handmade and the non-mass produced. Texture fits with smooth and plain, 3D and 2D,
weave and knit, pattern and plain, there is a blank page to be filled with the unexpected.
Colour is used boldly and spontaneously to enhance pattern effects and opulent
decoration which embraces wool tweeds, brocades, fantasy checks, with fabrics going
beyond the usual dress weights into coats, trousers and jackets. It's a definite 'Cool Brit'
look, a little impulsive at times, yet recognised and admired internationally as the amplifier
of fashionable and happening textile trend directions.

COLOURS 17 - 24
Energetic and playful hues to do something different. 17.Fuchsia pink TP 19-2045 18.poppy
TP 19-1559 19. Lemon TP 15-1054 20. forest green TP 19-5350 21. conker brown TP 19-1621
22. Jade TP 18-5338 23. Peacock TP 4535 24. Ultramarine TP 19-3964
(approximate TP – textile pantone reference)

FABRICS
Supersize 3D & relief weaves; iridescence and shiny surfaces; novelty tweeds; tartans both
classic and recoloured; very visible and exaggerated weaves and structures; brushed
and napped surfaces; vivid and lustrous brushed mohair; graphic and bold checks and
stripes; ultra lightweight fabrics; double or 3D layered fabrics; cultural heritage pattern
mix; heavy and light looks in a fabric; eye catching decorative details; weightless volume
looks; plush fur; satin worsted wools; oversized houndstooth and herringbone weaves;
winter ginghams; large mosaic patterns; colour and texture in reversible; brocades; filcoupe; weaves like knits; optical effects.
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barracks
-

modern formality
technology & style
precision
utilitarian & humble
extreme refinement
camouflage looks
smooth

homeland
-

tactile
surface irregularites
country looks
provenance
vintage & authentic
new rustic
relaxed

pop - up
-

playful & arty
impulsive
'Cool Brit'
boundless imagination
non mass-produced
spectactular
humour

barracks
selection of fabrics from the British Mills
for autumn – winter 2014/15

- precise checks
- luxury fibres
- superfine qualities
- chalk stripes
- performance finishes
- flannels & felts
- coatings

homeland
selection of fabrics from the British Mills
for autumn – winter 2014/15

- estate tweeds
- exaggerated textures
- Donegals
- blurred patterns
- crepes
- washed finishes
- melange

pop - up
selection of fabrics from the British Mills
for autumn – winter 2014/15

-

3D effects
Oversized patterns
Ultra lightweight
Novelty tweeds
Brushed mohairs
Brocades
Optical looks

